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reduce any exchequer equalisation grant if he is satisfied that a
council has failed to maintain a reasonable standard of efficiency
and progress or that its expenditure has been excessive or irrecover-
able.1 This power operates as a potential threat rather than as a
weapon to be used in practice, since its use would throw into chaos
the local administrative machine and lead either to the abandonment
of services, at all events in part, or to an intolerable increase in local
taxation. Statutes affecting local government usually give powers to
a department to make the necessary regulations and orders to bring
the statute into effect. Frequently local authorities are required to
prepare schemes and submit them for approval. Frequently statutes
provide that an^ appeal from the decision of a local authority shall
^lie to the appropriate central-department, Sometimes the Minister
may,r where a local authority fails in its duties, either act himself or
transfer the function concerned to some other authority.  Central
control has hardened since the end of the Second World War and
has been accompanied by the loss of important local services. The
block grant from the Exchequer has been replaced by equalisation
griSts calculated'by a procedure to be outlined later which keeps the
financial relationship under continuous review.   Rating valuation
and assessment have passed to officers of the Commissioners of
Inland Revenue.  In the important and costly service of education
supervision by the Board of Education has been replaced by control
and direction by a Minister of Education.  Contributions from the
Exchequer exceed revenue derived from rates. New towns are being
planned by ad hoc development corporations and not by the local
authority of the area. The remnant of the old poor law has become
national assistance administered by a national board.   Hospital
services have been transferred to ad hoc regional bodies acting under
the control of the Minister of Health. Municipal electricity and gas
services have been nationalised. To facilitate control by Whitehall
some of the remaining local services have been transferred from
district councils to county councils and county boroughs. Town and
country planning, police and fire services, education (so far as some
large district councils were formerly authorities for elementary
schools) are instances in point.
Conclusion. It will be seen that the methods of central control are both
numerous and effective. None the less local administration and to
a limited extent the framing of policy remain functions of local
authorities. The Ministry of Housing and Local Government
secures the co-operation of local authorities and the relationship is
one of friendly partnership. But for such a relationship local autho-
rities could obstruct the objects of central policy by the adoption
1 Local Government Act, 1948, s. 6.

